
Dosbarth Stars  - Language, Literacy and Communication 

In Nursery, your child will learn to... 

 Use sentences with five or more words, speak clearly to be understood.  

 Use talk in role-play e.g. the car wash, shop, make-believe. 

 Talk about experiences, drawings, things they have made or done e.g. a 

painting, a day out to the funfair, a Lego model. 

 Understand and use simple questions – Why? How? Can I? Answer simple 

questions such as ‘Who...?” “What..?” and simple open ended questions. 

 Join in with discussions with children and adults.  

 Listen and join in with songs, rhymes and stories. Recognise rhyme in songs. 

 Understand basic concepts such as in, on, big, little, wet, dry, hot and cold. 

 Develop listening and concentrating skills during group activities. 

 Listen to a two-step instruction 

 Recognise different sounds e.g.  indoor/outdoor sounds, objects and familiar 

instruments, speech sounds.  

 Choose and enjoy different types of reading materials, hold books the correct 

way and turn the pages.  Recognise pictures, shapes, patterns, textures in 

books 

 Follow stories read to them, talk about the pictures, point out where the 

pictures are and where the words are.   Talk about about ‘what might happen 

next’.  Retell a simple story. 

 Recognise letter sounds in books.   Recognise their own name.  

 Make marks to record what they want to say using patterns, shapes and some 

letters will begin to emerge.    Use writing in role-play 

 Show an understanding of the different types of writing e.g. writing a shopping 

list in the Asda role play, writing jobs to do in the Fire Station.  

 Pick up small objects with finger and thumb, start to hold pencils, crayons, 

paintbrushes using a pincer grip. (thumb and first two fingers) 

 Recognise letter sounds through sensory activities e.g. in foam, paint, crayons, 

pencils, feely letters, writing in the air, on giant paper etc.  
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How you can help your child at home.... 

  Sing Nursery rhymes. Read lots of stories! Re-read favourite 

books. Encourage your child to join in with stories and noises e.g. 

We’re going on a Bear Hunt!  

 Go on a visit to the Library – let them choose and explore! 

 Play games such as ‘Simon says’ to develop listening and 

understanding simple instructions.  

 Talk talk talk! The more you talk with full sentences as if you’re 

telling a story – the better! Talk about your day, describe a 

colourful dress, a great big digger on the building site, your 

journey to the shops etc. Children lap up any new vocabulary and 

will use it in their play.  

 Find the reading and writing in everyday things e.g. writing a 

shopping list, reading a recipe, spotting words out and about. Use 

Post-its, write the letters we have been learning at school and go 

on a letter hunt. Or go on a pattern hunt – zigzags, circles, 

straight lines etc. 

 Encourage mark-making using a bucket of water and a 

paintbrush, crayons, playdough, chunky chalks, felts and pencils. 

Make patterns such as zig zags, spots, curved/straight lines that 

go up/down, left/right. Have a go at letters we have learned in 

class.  

 Remember to make it fun! Happy children = happy learners! 

 

 

 



Dosbarth Stars  - Numeracy  

In Nursery, your child will learn to... 

 Join in with numbers songs and rhymes. 

 Recite from 0 to 10 forwards and backwards using songs and rhymes. 

 Count a set, order and recognise numbers up to 5. 

 Realise that anything can be counted e.g. claps and steps 

 Match pair of objects or pictures. 

 Use marks to record numbers. 

 Use words such as ‘first’, ‘second’, ‘third’ ‘last’ in their activities and play. 

 Understand ‘one more’ and ‘one less’ in their play. 

 Use counting to solve problems.  

 Pay for items and sort coins in the shop. 

 Put objects side by side to measure e.g. how tall/short, heavy/light, 

full/empty 

 Get to know the daily routine using ‘before’ and ‘after’ 

 Sing the days of the week 

 Use words such as hot, cold 

 Follow/understand two step instructions for movement games 

 Name 2D shapes (circle, square, triangle) and use them in their play. 

Build with 3D shapes.  Explore symmetry. 

 Sort match objects and make marks to record e.g. how many bugs they 

found. 

 Copy simple patterns e.g. threading coloured beads on string, clapping 

patterns. 
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How you can help your child at home... 

   Count, count, count – claps, pennies in the pot, carrots on the 

plate, sweets in my hand, finger, toes. 

 Sing number songs and rhymes.  

  Spot numbers/shapes whilst out and about. 

 Bathtime – fill and empty the shower bottles. 

 Build with the recycling boxes, talk about shapes, height, sizes. 

 Talk about the routine of the day, “First we’ll go to school, then 

we’ll go to Nana’s for dinner, then after that we’ll go shopping.” 

 Sort and match the socks, match spoons, bowls, cups to a 

Teddies party. 

 Play ‘shop’. Count the pennies, buy an item. Sort the coins that 

are the same colour, same size. 

 Ask for ‘more’ or ‘less’ when laying the table, doing the shopping 

and counting in the basket. One more please etc. 

 Play matching card games using shapes, numbers, colours. 

 Jigsaws – fitting the shapes into the holes. 

 Use a height chart – measure the family – tall, short etc. 

 Remember to keep if fun and hands-on!  

 

 


